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The spatial dispersal of individuals plays an important role in the dynamics
of populations, and is central to metapopulation theory. Dispersal provides
connections within metapopulations, promoting demographic and evolution-
ary rescue, but may also introduce maladapted individuals, potentially
lowering the fitness of recipient populations through introgression of heritable
traits. To explore this dual nature of dispersal, we modify a well-established
eco-evolutionary model of two locally adapted populations and their associ-
ated mean trait values, to examine recruiting salmon populations that
are connected by density-dependent dispersal, consistent with collective
migratory behaviour that promotes navigation.When the strength of collective
behaviour isweak such that straying is effectively constant,we show that a low
level of straying is associatedwith the highest gains inmetapopulation robust-
ness and that high straying serves to erode robustness. Moreover, we find that
as the strength of collective behaviour increases, metapopulation robustness is
enhanced, but this relationship depends on the rate at which individuals stray.
Specifically, strong collective behaviour increases the presence of hidden low-
density basins of attraction, which may serve to trap disturbed populations,
and this is exacerbated by increased habitat heterogeneity. Taken as a whole,
our findings suggest that density-dependent straying and collective migratory
behaviour may help metapopulations, such as in salmon, thrive in dynamic
landscapes. Given the pervasive eco-evolutionary impacts of dispersal on
metapopulations, these findings have important ramifications for the conser-
vation of salmon metapopulations facing both natural and anthropogenic
contemporary disturbances.
This article is part of the theme issue ‘Collective movement ecology’.1. Introduction
Intraspecific diversity can increase the resilience and stability of species or meta-
populations [1]. This diversity–stability linkage can arise when there are
asynchronous populationdynamicswithin themetapopulation. Such asynchrony
will increase the potential for demographic rescue [2,3] and also decrease the
variability of processes that integrate across the metapopulation [4]. For example,
different responses to climate variability within populations of a rare plant
reduced fluctuations in abundance [5]. This statistical buffer has traditionally
been quantified as the portfolio effect (PE), which is the ratio of the population’s
coefficient of variation (CV) to the CV of the aggregated metapopulation [6].
Table 1. Table of parameters, deﬁnitions and assigned values or ranges.
dyn., dynamic variables.
parameter deﬁnition value/range
Ni(t); NT(t) individual; aggregate population
over time
dyn.
xi trait value for an individual in
population i
dyn.
mi(t) mean of x for population i over time dyn.
m; m(t) constant; density-dependent straying (0, 0.5); dyn.
m0 individual straying probability (0, 0.5)
C strength of collective behaviour
(low ¼ strong)
(101, 105)
rmax maximum recruitment rate 2.0
b strength of density dependence 1023
ui optimal trait value for habitat i 5.0
s2 genetic variance of trait x 1.0
t strength of selection 1.0
h2 heritability 0.2
Du habitat heterogeneity 2.0
e sensitivity of m0 to changes in Du 20.0
PE portfolio effect 1
T terminal simulation time 105
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pulations to external disturbances, and by extension promote
persistence [6]. By contrast, homogenization of populations
leading to greater synchronization and weakened PE may be
a harbinger of metapopulation collapse and extinction [7].
Permanent movement of individuals among local
populations (i.e. dispersal) can have a large influence on meta-
population persistence [8]. Dispersal facilitates evolutionary
rescue, whereby immigration of individuals with heritable
adaptive traits can rescue small populations from local extinc-
tion in the context of maladaptive environmental change
[9,10]. Dispersal also enables demographic rescue, when
depressed or extirpated populations are recolonized by immi-
grants from the rest of the metapopulation. On the other
hand, high rates of dispersal may synchronize the dynamics
of populations and subsequently increase the risk of extinction
of the entire metapopulation [3,11]. Dispersal may also intro-
duce maladapted individuals into habitats that are host to
different environmental conditions, possibly lowering the
mean fitness of the recipient population [12,13]. More broadly,
dispersal can provide a mechanism by which phenotypes are
sorted in space rather than time and facilitates the spread of
potentially maladaptive genes [14]. Dispersal in this case may
lead to genetic homogenization that erodes the asynchrony
underpinning PEs and metapopulation persistence.
There is growing appreciation that a combination of abiotic,
biotic and anthropogenic factors can control the rate of disper-
sal among populations [15–20]. Migratory populations that
return to breeding sites for reproduction can be linked to
each other by some proportion of the population that disperses
into the ‘wrong’ site. Recently, the role of social interactions to
lead to collective navigation has been hypothesized as amechanism shaping the success of philopatric migrations
[21–23]. The collective navigation hypothesis posits that the
rate at which individuals disperse may be linked to individ-
ual-level error, which is diminished by migrating in groups
and pooling individual choices [21,23,24]. Thus, dispersal
rates can be higher at lower population abundances [25],
which can in turn profoundly influence the eco-evolutionary
dynamics of metapopulations.
The eco-evolutionary impacts of dispersal probably have
implications for conservation and management in key taxa
such as in migratory salmon [26–28]. While anadro-
mous salmonid fishes (genera Oncorhynchus and Salmo) are
renowned for returning to their natal spawning habitats
with high accuracy and precision after years at sea [17,29,30],
some individuals disperse (termed ‘straying’ and used synony-
mously with dispersal hereafter) to non-natal sites to spawn
[31,32]. Straying provides a mechanism for the colonization of
new or connected habitats following glacial retreat or large-
scale geomorphic landscape change [32]. Salmon appear to
operate as metapopulations, where populations are in part
reproductively isolated in discrete habitat patches, but linked
by some level of straying [33,34]. Although extensive work
has been done to document the extent of straying from donor
populations into recipient populations [17,18], only recently
have the abiotic, biotic and anthropogenic influences of straying
behaviours been investigated systemically [35–37]. Straying
among salmon may be influenced by environmental factors
such as water temperature, human activities such as hatchery
practices and population density, as predicted by the collective
navigation hypothesis [23,38]. Straying can introduce new
maladaptive genotypes into the recipient population, while
the ensuing genetic homogenization could synchronize popu-
lation dynamics and erode PEs [7,39,40]. Given that locally
distinct populations are often linked by straying, there is
an opportunity and need to understand the fundamental
and applied consequences of straying for metapopulation
persistence, conservation and management.
Here, we seek to explore how collective density-dependent
straying influences the stability and robustness of meta-
populations through ecological and evolutionary processes.
To address this question, we build upon an established eco-
evolutionary model of two populations occupying different
sites that are linked by straying individuals, each with an
associated trait distribution subject to natural selection deter-
mined by local conditions [12]. Specifically, we compared
(a) density-independent (constant) straying with (b) density-
dependent straying as a function of the rate at which
individuals stray and the strength of collective behaviour
across (c) increasing environmental heterogeneity, by assessing
two measures of metapopulation robustness: the PE and the
time required for recovery following an induced disturbance.
This model enables us to explore the trade-off between the
potentially detrimental erosion of local adaptation versus
the positive effects of demographic rescue, both of which are
facilitated by straying and potentially moderated by the effects
of collective navigation.2. Model description and analysis
(a) Metapopulation framework
Wefollowthebasic frameworkdescribedbyRonce&Kirkpatrick
[12], where dispersal connects two populations i and j that
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and trait values xi and xj, respectively (see table 1 for parameter
definitions and values). In our version of the model, i and j are
locally adapted to site-specific conditions such that there is an
optimum trait value ui and uj associated with each habitat,
where recruitment is maximized if the trait value of the local
population equals the optimum (x ¼ u). Moreover, we
assumed that xi,j are normally distributed with means mi,j
and have the same standard deviation s. As such, the recruit-
ment rate R(m(t), u) for both populations is determined by the
mean trait value of the local population relative to the optimal
value at that site. Mean trait values for both populations are
dynamic variables and change over time in response to differ-
ences in recruitment as individuals mix between sites. Trait
means for each population are thus subject to selection, the
strength of which is proportional to the difference between
the trait mean and the local trait optimum at a given point in
time [12,41,42]. This is broadly consistent with empirical pat-
terns observed in Pacific salmon dynamics [43]. The two
populations occur in spatially separate sites that are close
enough that a proportion of the population m strays into the
wrong site. If there is no straying between these populations,
then the mean trait evolves towards the optimal value for
each site mi ! ui, and the recruitment rate for each population
ismaximized. If there is straying between populations, then the
traitmeans in each respective locationwill be pulled away from
their optima, and recruitment rates will decline. As m ! 0:5,
the populations are perfectly mixed.
We used the discrete Ricker framework described by
Shelton & Mangel [44] as the basis for our two-site metapopu-
lation model, with the added effect that the size of the local
population Ni is altered by mixing mNj individuals from the
remote population. Moreover, we assume that there is no
demographic overlap between generations, consistent with
the life history of many populations of pink salmon (Oncor-
hynchus gorbuscha) that all mature at two years of age and die
after one reproductive season. Because total recruitment will
be determined by both locals (with a mean trait value closer
to the site optimum) and strays (with mean trait values further
from the local optimum), the recruitment of the aggregate for
population i is determined by the mean of the trait mix
Ri(vimi(t) þ (12 vi)mj(t), ui), where
vi ¼ (1m)Ni(t)(1m)Ni(t)þmNj(t) : ð2:1Þ
This mix of individuals is subject to identical compensatory
effects, which is determined by the parameter b. Taken
together, the difference equation that determines changes in
population size from time t to t þ 1 is
Ni(tþ 1) ¼ Ri(vimi(t)þ (1 vi)mj(t), ui)
 ((1m)Ni þmNj)eb((1m)Ni(t)þmNj(t)),
ð2:2Þ
where the recruitment of the population as a function of the
mean trait value at time t and the local trait optimum is
Ri(vimi(t)þ (1 vi)mj(t),ui) ¼
ð1
1
rmax exp
(xi  ui)2
2t2
( )
g(xi,vi  mi(t)þ (1 vi)mj(t),s2)dxi þ ~Pi,
¼ rmaxtﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃ
s2 þ t2p exp 
(ui  (vimi(t)þ (1 vi)mj(t)))2
2(s2 þ t2)
( )
þ ~Pi,
ð2:3Þwhere g(xi) is the Gaussian probability density function for
the trait xi. The mismatch between the mean of the local trait
mix vimi(t) þ (12 vi)mj(t) and the local optimum ui scales the
recruitment rate for the population, and ~Pi  Normal(0, 0:01)
introduces a small amount of demographic stochasticity.
The parameter t is the strength of selection and controls the
sensitivity of recruitment to changes in the mean trait value
away from the optimum. Because straying individuals are emi-
grating from a population with a mean trait value further from
the local optimum, their rate of recruitment is diminished.
Recent studies of wild sockeye salmon (Oncorhynchus nerka)
have indeed found that straying individuals have lower life-
time fitness than individuals that do not stray, although it is
unknown at what life stage this selection occurs [38].
Because individuals from the local population are mixed
with individuals from the remote population via straying
and subsequent reproduction, the resulting trait distribution
is a complex mixture of trait distributions. We make two sim-
plifying assumptions. First, we approximate the distribution
resulting from the mix of remote and local individuals prior
to reproduction as a Gaussian distribution, where Xi ¼ xi
with probability g(xi). The expectation of the actual trait dis-
tribution as well as the Gaussian approximation are the same,
such that EfXig ¼ vimi þ (1 2 vi)mj, with weights corre-
sponding to the proportion of the mixed population that
are local individuals, vi, and straying individuals, 12 vi.
Thus, strays can successfully reproduce and introduce their
genotypes into the recipient population, which is supported
by observations in wild populations [45]. Second, we
assumed that changes in trait variance through time are mini-
mal, such that s2 is constant over time, which is a common
simplification in eco-evolutionary models of population
dynamics [12,42,46–48]. These simplifications are the same
as those introduced by Ronce & Kirkpatrick [12], and were
shown to have negligible impacts on dynamics.
Following Lande [42], and given our assumption of trait
distribution normality, the mean trait value thus changes
through time according to the difference equation
mi(tþ1)¼vimi(t)þ (1vi)mj(t)þh2s2
@
@m0
ln(Ri(m0,ui)),
¼vimi(t)þ (1vi)mj(t)þh2s2
uivimi (1vi)mj
s2þ t2
 
,
ð2:4Þ
with m0 ¼ vimi(t) þ (12 vi)mj(t). Although trait heritability h2
among salmonids is variable, most life-history traits have an
h2, 0.5 [49], and for all additional analyses we have conserva-
tively set h2 ¼ 0.2. Together, equations (2.2) and (2.4) for two
linked populations i and j define the four-dimensional system
of difference equations that describe the eco-evolutionary
dynamics of the metapopulation.(b) Density-dependent straying
There is mounting evidence that straying is density-
dependent, consistent with predictions of the collective
navigation hypothesis [23,25]. Specifically, straying has
been linked directly to a collective decision-making
phenomenon, where greater numbers of individuals tend
to decrease the rate at which individuals err, reducing the
overall proportion of a population that strays. Following
Berdahl et al. [21], given the probability that an individual
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strays is
m(t) ¼ m0 1 Ni(t)CþNi(t)
 
, ð2:5Þ
whereC is a half-saturation constant, determining towhat extent
collective behaviour, as a function of group size, diminishes
straying. For a given m0, if C is small, relatively smaller groups
of organisms ‘correct’ for higher individual error rates, suppres-
sing straying between sites. Small values of C indicate that the
effects of collectivebehaviouronmodifying straying—thus lead-
ing to collective navigation—are strong. Henceforth, we refer to
C as determining the strength of collective behaviour: asC! 1,
the effect of collective behaviour becomes weaker, such that the
size of thepopulation has no impact on straying, andm(t)! m0.
Thus, although the strength of collective behaviour depends
both on C as well as m0, for a given m0, C is an effective proxy
for the strength of collective behaviour.
(c) Measuring metapopulation robustness
We evaluated two complementary measures of metapopula-
tion robustness by quantifying (i) the average-CV PE [34,50]
and (ii) the recovery time, which is the time required for the
system to return to a steady state following an induced disturb-
ance to one or both populations [51]. Throughout, we refer to
an increase in PEs and/or reduction in recovery time as
promoting metapopulation robustness.
The average-CV PE is, as the name implies, the average
CV of the population biomass Ni divided by the CV of the
aggregate biomass NT ¼
P
i Ni [52], such that
kPEl ¼ 1
X
XX
i¼1
ﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃ
VAR(Ni )
p
E(Ni )
 E(N

T)ﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃ
VAR(NT)
p , ð2:6Þ
where, in this case, the number of populations is limited to
X ¼ 2, and the expectations E( . ) and variances VAR( . ) are
evaluated at the steady state, denoted by ‘*’. As the CV of
N*T decreases relative to that of the constituent populations,
kPEl. 1, and the metapopulation is presumed to be more
stable because the aggregate has functioned to dampen popu-
lation-level variance. Moreover, PEs greater than unity
correspond to less synchronization [34,53,54] and thus a
greater potential for demographic rescue among populations,
buffering the system as a whole against extinction.
A more direct way to measure system robustness is to
measure the time required for the system (measured as the
aggregate steady-state biomass N*T) to recover following an
induced disturbance: systems that recover quickly (shorter
recovery times) are more robust than those that recover more
slowly (longer recovery times). Although there is a direct
relationship between the rate of return following a small
pulse perturbation and the magnitude of the leading eigen-
value of the Jacobian matrix [55], because we aimed to (1)
assess the effects of a large perturbation far from the steady
state, and (2) estimate the time required for all transient effects
to decay following this perturbation, we used a simulation-
based numerical procedure. Recovery time was calculated by
initiating a disturbance at t ¼ td, and monitoring NT(td þ t) as
t! T, where T is large. The aggregate was deemed recovered
at tr, such that the recovery time was calculated as tr2 td,
and recovery at t ¼ tr was determined by the initial t where
NT(t) , E(N*T)+SD(N*T) for t[(tr, T ), where SD( . ) is the
standard deviation (illustrated in electronic supplementarymaterial, figure S1). If the system recovers to a different basin
of attraction after the perturbation is applied, the recovery time
is calculated with respect to the newly acquired steady state.
Numerically estimating the time that it takes for a
perturbed system to recover also permits a more nuanced
perspective of metapopulation robustness. For example, if
populations settle to alternative stable states, comparing recov-
ery times after a disturbance applied to individual populations
allows for an assessment of which component of the meta-
population has a longer-lasting influence on the system’s
recovery. We measured recovery time following three types
of induced disturbance: (i) extinction of the low-density popu-
lation; (ii) extinction of the high-density population (scenarios
(i) and (ii) are equivalent if populations have the same density);
(iii) near-collapse of both populations where just 1.0% of
each survives.3. Results
At low values of density-independent straying the system
approaches a fixed point at which both populations persist at
equal population size, but as we increase straying, other fixed
points are created inwhich the population sizes are asymmetric
(figure 1, inset). The system’s underlying symmetry implies that
for every asymmetric fixed point there must be another ‘mirror-
image’ fixed point in which we find the same population sizes,
but where the identities of the populations are reversed. Asym-
metric fixed points appear in bifurcations as a critical value of
the straying parameter is crossed. As the noise in the system is
negligible, for the purposes of the bifurcation diagram we can
use concepts of deterministic bifurcation theory. Based on the
Jacobian eigenvalues, we conjecture that these bifurcations are
fold bifurcations. In a generic fold bifurcation of maps, two
new fixed points are created, one of which is unstable, while
the other is stable [55]. In this case, two of these bifurcations
occur at the same time, one that creates fixed points where the
first population is dominant in the stable fixed point, whereas
the second bifurcation creates the mirror-image fixed points
where the second population is dominant.
In the asymmetric states, the dominant population is well-
adapted and has a high rate of recruitment. The (small) fraction
of this population that strays to the subordinate site constitutes
a considerable inflow of individuals, such that the population
in the subordinate site is not as well-adapted. This in turn
reduces reproduction and stabilizes the asymmetry. In a
regime found where straying is low (regime I), both the sym-
metric and the asymmetric states are stable fixed points of
the system (figure 1).Which of these fixed points is approached
depends on the initial conditions.
As we increase straying, the asymmetric states eventually
collide with the stable symmetric state. A subcritical pitchfork
bifurcation occurs in which the unstable asymmetric states
vanish and the symmetric state is destabilized. After this bifur-
cation, the stable asymmetric states are the only attractors. We
find a wide regime (regime II) where the system will always
approach an asymmetric state where one population is
suppressed. However, if straying is increased further, the
imbalance in population sizes becomes harder to maintain.
Eventually, we reach a critical point where the stable asym-
metric fixed points become symmetric and collide with the
unstable symmetric fixed point. The systemundergoes a super-
critical pitchfork bifurcation, in which the stable asymmetric
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Figure 1. The steady-state densities of Ni and Nj versus straying m for the constant straying model. Alternative stable states exist for regimes I and II, labelled RI and
RII, respectively. In regime I, the system can approach qualitatively different states: a symmetric, intermediate state (purple), and asymmetric dominant (red) and
subordinate (blue) states. In regime II, only one type of attractor exists: an asymmetric dominant/subordinate state (red and blue points, respectively), and its mirror
image where identities of dominant and subordinate are exchanged. Inset: a qualitative sketch of the bifurcation diagram, showing the stable (solid lines) and
unstable (dashed lines) fixed points in regimes I (light grey area) and II (dark grey area). The symmetric condition (sym.) is the horizontal line at the base of the
inset, whereas the asymmetric condition (asym.) is represented by the curved line. (Online version in colour.)
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Figure 2. Measures of metapopulation robustness for the constant straying model as a function of straying m. Alternative stable state regimes I and II corresponding
to those in figure 1 are labelled RI and RII, respectively. (a) Portfolio effect as a function of m. (b) Recovery time as a function of m. Measures of metapopulation
robustness are shown with respect to different induced disturbances: the near-collapse of both populations (black), and the lone extinction of either the dominant
(dark grey) or subordinate (light grey) population. Portfolio effects are different for the near-collapse and single extinction scenarios due to different CVs for the
populations and aggregate in alternative basins of attraction that exist in regimes I and II.
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stabilized. After this bifurcation, the symmetric fixed point is
the only attractor in the system. Importantly, we find that
increasing the asymmetry in the vital rates of populations
between sites does not significantly alter the presence or pos-
ition of these different regimes (see electronic supplementary
material, figure S2).
(a) Nonlinear effects of straying on metapopulation
robustness
Straying has a large effect on metapopulation robustness,
measured by the PE and the time to recovery following the
three types of induced disturbance: near-collapse of bothpopulations, the extinction of the dominant population and
the extinction of the subordinate population (figure 2). Impor-
tantly, the presence of alternative stable state regimes I and II
both have a direct impact on robustness as a function of stray-
ing m. We observe that as straying increases, the PE increases
sharply as regime I or II is entered, and then declines gradually
(figure 2a). Thus, low levels of straying (2–10% of the
population) are associated with the strongest PEs.
Different types of disturbance lead to different relation-
ships between straying and PEs. When either population
suffers extinction, the PE is shown to increasewith lower stray-
ing; in the case of near-collapse of both populations, PE
increases when straying is higher (figure 2a). This difference
is due to the hidden basin of attraction at low population
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Figure 3. Comparison of steady-state population densities for the constant straying model and density-dependent straying model. Inset: steady-state densities for
the constant straying model ( purple) and density-dependent straying model (green) for different strengths of collective behaviour. Low C corresponds to strong
effects of collective behaviour. The top row shows steady-state densities as a function of individual straying m0; the bottom row shows steady-state densities as a
function of straying at the steady state m*. Vertical green lines link paired subordinate and dominant population densities. Main: The absolute difference in steady-
state densities averaged across intervals of low straying (0 , m, m0 , 0.25; blue) and high straying (0.25 , m, m0 , 0.5; red). Horizontal dashed lines corre-
spond to the mean absolute differences in steady-state densities for low (blue) and high (red) density-independent straying. As C ! 1, mean absolute differences
in steady-state densities become equivalent.
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single population. In other words, disturbance to a single
population can push that population into a low-density
alternative state, which in turn contributes to higher PE. The
increase in PE for the synchronous near-collapse scenario
occurs at higher values of m when the system enters regime
II, where there exists only an asymmetric dominant (high-
density) and subordinate (low-density) state. The PE spikes
again when straying is very high and the system leaves
regime II, entering a symmetric low-density state.
Similar patterns are observed with respect to the recovery
time as straying is increased (figure 2b). For lower m, recovery
following individual extinctions is impacted by the appearance
of low-density basins of attraction in regime I, whereas recov-
ery following near-collapse is not. For intermediate values of
m (regime II), the time to recovery is only diminished when
the subordinate population becomes extinct, whereas the
time to recovery following near-collapse and the extinction ofthe dominant population are similar and grow until regime II
is exited at high m. In the case where the subordinate popu-
lation is extirpated, the most rapid recovery occurs when
straying is low (m ¼ 0.08). By contrast, when the dominant
population goes extinct, the most rapid recovery is associated
with minimal straying. It should be noted that when there is
no straying (m ¼ 0), recovery time is infinite and these values
are not shown. Increased straying generally leads to longer
recovery times when both populations suffer near-collapse.
Collectively, thesepatterns in recovery timeandPEare influ-
enced by the different alternative stable state regimes. As the
alternative stable state regime is approached with increasing
m, both measures of robustness increase sharply due to an
amplification in variancewithin both populations. This amplifi-
cation in variance is the product of critical slowing down, which
occurs near some bifurcations [56] and has been suggested to
serve as an early warning indicator for approaching phase tran-
sitions [56–60]. At this point, PE peaks along with recovery
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Figure 4. Measures of metapopulation robustness for the density-dependent straying model as a function of individual straying m0 and the strength of collective
behaviour C (note the log10 scale, including (a) the portfolio effect, (b) the time to recovery following near-collapse of both populations, (c) the time to recovery
following the extinction of the subordinate population and (d ) the time to recovery following the extinction of the dominant population. (Online version in colour.)
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very close to the bifurcation. Because these large increases in PE
and recovery time pertain to a very small range ofm, we do not
consider them to bebiologically relevant, and they are primarily
useful in this context forobserving transitions betweendynamic
regimes. In general, high PE corresponds to shorter recovery
times, and low PE corresponds to longer recovery times (see
electronic supplementary material, figure S3). Together, these
results suggest that under the assumption of constant (and
symmetric) dispersal, robustness depends strongly on the
magnitude of straying as well as the type of disturbance
experienced by the metapopulation. We next examine how
density-dependent straying challenges these expectations.
(b) The effects of collective navigation and density-
dependent straying
When collective behaviour is very strong (small values of C),
small increases in population density beget large reductions in
straying. These reductions can be large enough that the system
avoids the alternative stable state regime altogether (figure 3,
left inset (i)). Conversely, when collective behaviour is very
weak, such that C is very high, there is effectively no reduction
in straying with increased group size, and the dynamics are
those expected if straying were constant (figure 3, right inset
(iii)). However, when collective behaviour is of intermediatestrength (102  C  103), the dynamics are altered in two
important ways. First, in the alternative stable state regime, the
low-density subordinate population has correspondingly higher
m* (where m* is density-dependent straying at the steady
state), whereas the high-density dominant population has corre-
spondingly lower m* (figure 3, centre inset (ii)). Second, the
alternative stable state regime results in a DN* that is reduced
or negligible when individual straying is low, and magnified
when individual straying is high (figure 3, main). In other
words, when collective behaviour is of intermediate strength—
the more realistic range for species that navigate via collective
decision-making—increased individual straying exaggerates
the differences between the steady-state densities, effectively
pushing the subordinate population closer to extinction.
Density-dependent straying directly alters the dynamic
regimes of themodel, and this has a large effect onmetapopula-
tion robustness. When the effects of collective behaviour are
weak (high C), the PEs and recovery times conform to those
examined in the case of constant straying (figure 4; cf. figure 2).
When the effects of collective behaviour are very strong (low
C), we observe that recovery times are shorter in the case of
near-collapse (figure 4b). Recovery times also tend to be shorter
when a single population goes extinct except for at very lowm0,
in which case the time to recovery is much longer (figure 4c,d).
As before, when the strength of collective behaviour is inter-
mediate (102  C  103), the relationships are more complex.
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Figure 5. Alternative stable state regimes I (grey) and II (black) as a function of individual straying m0 and the strength of collective behaviour C (note the log10
scale). Regime I signifies parameter space where there is either (1) an intermediate-density, symmetric steady state, or (2) an asymmetric dominant/subordinate
density. Regime II signifies parameter space where there is an asymmetric dominant/subordinate steady-state density. The white space to the left (lower values of
m0) signifies high-density, symmetric steady states, and the white space to the right (higher values of m0) signifies low-density, symmetric, steady states. Relation-
ships are shown for (a) low habitat heterogeneity (Du), (b) intermediate habitat heterogeneity and (c) high heterogeneity. The horizontal cut-off of Region I at low
values of C in (a) is due to numerical limitations.
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Figure 6. Alternative stable state regimes I (grey) and II (black) as a function
of individual straying m0 and the strength of collective behaviour C (note the
log10 scale), for the case where individual straying increases with lower habi-
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straying is low–intermediate (higher PE, shorter recovery
time), followedbyan erosion in robustness as straying becomes
high. In this parameter space, collective navigation results in
the low-density population that is straying more, losing
well-adapted local individuals,while still receiving somemala-
dapted strays from the larger population, thereby increasing
the likelihood of stochastic extinction.
Sharp changes in metapopulation robustness are due to
changes in alternative stable state regimes I and II as the strength
of collective behaviour increases (lower C, figure 5). When col-
lective behaviour is weak (large C), alternative stable states
tend to occur at low–intermediate values of individual straying
m0. As collective behaviour is strengthened (smaller C), regime
II is avoided at lower values ofm0 and expands at higher values
of m0. When the effects of collective behaviour are very strong,
regime II collapses (black region in figure 5b) and gives way to
regime I, which plays a larger role over a larger range of m0
when C is low (grey region in figure 5b). Importantly, when
the strength of collective behaviour is intermediate, both
regimes I and II are relevant at low–intermediatem0.tat heterogeneity (inset). Regime I signifies parameter space where there is
either (1) an intermediate-density, symmetric steady state, or (2) an asym-
metric dominant/subordinate density. Regime II signifies parameter space
where there is an asymmetric dominant/subordinate steady-state density.(c) The role of habitat heterogeneity and changing
selective landscapes
As habitat heterogeneity (Du) increases, even small amounts of
straying can lead to the appearance of alternative stable states.
However, if straying isdensity-dependent, the strengthof collec-
tive behaviour has a large influence on the occurrence of both
alternative stable state regimes I and II. When heterogeneity is
low and the effects of collective behaviour are weak such that
straying is constant (high C), regime II occurs for small–inter-
mediate m0, and regime I does not play a role (figure 5a). The
absence of regime I implies that there are no hidden steady-
state configurations that might trap a disturbed population in
anasymmetric low-densitystate.Asthe strengthof collectivebe-
haviour increases, regime I appears at a cusp and becomes
increasingly dominant with greater individual straying. Forsites distributed across more heterogeneous habitats, the
alternative stable state regimes I and II expand (figure 5b,c).
Regime II dominates at all but very high individual straying
when the effects of collective behaviour are weak (high C) and
very low individual straying when the effects of collective be-
haviour are strong (low C). Moreover, in highly heterogeneous
habitats, if the effects of collective behaviour are strong and
straying is low (low m0 and low C), regime I, which harbours
low-density basins of attraction, cannot be avoided.
Until now, we have treated straying and habitat heterogen-
eity as independent parameters; however, they could covary.
For instance, if sites are separated by greater distance, they may
rstb.royalsocietypublishing.org
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less straying. Alternatively, individuals may be genetically pre-
disposed to stray into sites that are more similar [38,61], such
that higher straying can be assumed to occur between sites that
are more homogeneous in aspect. We implemented this inverse
relationship by setting m0 ¼ 1/(2þ eDu) where e controls the
degree to which an increase in Du lowers m0 (figure 6, inset).
Accordingly, m0 is increased for lower Du and decreased for
higher Du , such that there is less straying between dissimilar
sites and more straying between similar sites. Under these con-
ditions, we find that regime II appears for very low m0, and
regime I appears for higher m0 (figure 6), which is opposite the
case where m0 and Du are independent. In this case, as straying
increases and Du decreases, a single (symmetric) steady-state
emerges as the fold bifurcation is crossed.Soc.B
373:201700184. Discussion
In this paper, we show that density-dependent straying
between populations consistent with collective navigation,
coupled with localized selection against immigrant pheno-
types, has large, nonlinear impacts on metapopulation
robustness. Building upon the dynamical framework intro-
duced by Ronce & Kirkpatrick [12], we assess robustness by
measuring (1) the average-CV PE [4,52], a statistical metric
commonly used to assess the buffering capacity of metapopu-
lations, and (2) the recovery time, defined here as the time
required for the aggregate metapopulation biomass NT to
return to its steady state following an induced disturbance,
which is mechanistically linked to persistence [51]. These
statistical and mechanistic descriptors of metapopulation
dynamics and robustness are tightly coupled (electronic sup-
plementary material, figure S3), which is not uncommon
for diverse metrics of stability [62]. We introduce density-
dependent straying by assuming that larger group sizes
lower population-level straying from the baseline probability
than an individual errs m0, with the strength of this effect
determined by C in equation (2.5) (lower values of C indicate
that the effects of collective behaviour are strong). Generally,
we find that when the effects of collective behaviour are
strong such that collective navigation occurs, metapopulation
robustness is enhanced. However, empirical observations of
natural populations suggest that the effects of collective behav-
iour are intermediate (e.g. 102  C  103) [21,25]. In this case,
we find that the robustness of the metapopulation is increased
only if the probability that individuals stray is low, and is
substantially eroded if the probability that individuals err
is high.
Metapopulation robustness was found to depend strongly
on the magnitude of straying between sites. We generally
found thatmetapopulation robustnesswas highest (as indicated
by higher PE and lower recovery times) when straying was at a
low–intermediate level. A central dynamic of the model is that
straying can lead to the emergence of asymmetric alternative
stable states, or migrational meltdown [12], pushing one of the
populations to a dominant, well-adapted, high-density state,
and one to a subordinate, maladapted, low-density state.
Although there are subtle differences in our model from the
framework presented by Ronce & Kirkpatrick [12], the general
dynamic features are the same if we assume that dispersal is
symmetric between sites and density-independent (which
occurs when C! 1). The dynamic regimes that emerge fromthe eco-evolutionary model—in particular, the occurrence of
alternative stable state regimes I and II (figure 1)—have large
effects on both the PE and the recovery time following an
induced disturbance (figure 4). In general, we find that inter-
mediate straying increases the PE and lowers the time to
recovery, particularly in the case of the extinction of the subordi-
nate (low-density) population. In this case, elevated PE occurs
when the system enters either regime I or II (depending on the
initial conditions), where one population assumes a subordinate
low-density state.Given that the time to recovery followingnear-
collapse of both populations increases with straying (figure 4b),
it would suggest that all but the lowest values of density-
independent straying erode robustness, regardless of the
increase in PE observed at more intermediate values.
This themed issue formalizes the role of collective move-
ment in the ecology of natural systems and illuminates a
signature of collective navigation in animal populations on
the move. Here, we explore the implications of this collective
navigation for metapopulations. We highlight three important
findings that contribute to our understanding of collective
movement, suggesting that density-dependent straying may
play an important role in the persistence of metapopulations
over evolutionary time.
First, if the effects of collective behaviour are very strong
(lowC), metapopulation robustness is increased, due primarily
to the avoidance of alternative stable state regime II (figures 4
and 5b). This means that—despite potentially high individual
error rates—group formation minimizes straying. This occurs
when groups of less than or equal to 100 individuals signifi-
cantly minimize straying, which is probably unrealistic.
Moreover, when the effects of collective behaviour are strong,
regime II gives way to the dominance of regime I, which
harbours low-density basins of attraction (figure 1). The pres-
ence of low-density basins of attraction can effectively trap
disturbed populations in a subordinate steady state, not
unlike the Allee effects observed in the collective migration
model explored by Berdahl et al. [21].
Our second important finding reveals that when the
effects of collective behaviour are intermediate, metapopula-
tion robustness is impacted in three ways, depending on the
magnitude of individual straying. Here, the system is gener-
ally in alternative stable-state regime I or II except for perhaps
unrealistically low levels of individual straying (figure 5b). If
individual straying is high (m0. 0.25), (1) there is a magni-
fied difference between the numerical densities of the
subordinate and dominant populations, effectively pushing
the subordinate population to lower steady-state densities
(figure 3); (2) the PE is low, such that the CV for the aggregate
metapopulation biomass is on par with the CV for its con-
stituent populations; and (3) more time is generally required
for the population(s) to recover following an induced disturb-
ance, and this is particularly true for the recovery of the system
following near-collapse of both populations (figure 4b).
Together, this suggests that when the effects of collective be-
haviour are intermediate, and straying is high, there is an
overall reduction in metapopulation robustness, thereby
reducing persistence.
Empirical observations of straying support low–intermedi-
ate levels of individual error rates in most species [16,17]. If m0
is low (m0, 0.25), (1) alternative stable state regime II tends to
be avoided for a larger range ofm0 (figures 3 and 5b); (2) the PE
is exaggerated, meaning that the metapopulation has dam-
pened variance relative to its constituent populations (figure
rstb.royalsocietypublishing.org
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following an induced disturbance is lower (figure 4b). Interest-
ingly, the largest PEs are observed when straying is just large
enough to enter regime II, where one population assumes a
subordinate state, and the differences between the subordinate
and dominant population densities are largest. This does not
appear, in fact, to be a robust condition because the system
relies to a large extent on the dominant population as the
source, whereas the subordinate population assumes the role
of a sink. However, recovery time was measured with respect
to the aggregate biomass of the metapopulation (NT ¼ Ni þ
Nj), and despite the source–sink dynamics that emerge in
regime II, the aggregate biomass of the system recovers more
quickly in this region following the near-collapse of both popu-
lations (figure 4b). From this perspective, the existence of
asymmetric dominant/subordinate alternative stable states
could be considered to be more robust with respect to the
recovery time of the total biomass, or less robust because one
population is always at greater risk of stochastic extinction.
Third, we find that greater habitat heterogeneity increases
the role of alternative stable state regimes, particularly when
the effects of collective behaviour are strong (high Du, low C;
figure 5c), and this increases the potential complexity of meta-
population dynamics. Salmon are distributed and stray across
a diverse range of habitats, and the rates of straying between
geographically diverse sites can be plastic and idiosyncratic
[36]. Our surrogate measure for habitat heterogeneity is the
difference in trait optima between sites Du. We show that as
habitat heterogeneity increases, the occurrence of alternative
stable states associated with regime II becomes unavoidable,
particularly for 0.1 m0  0.4, and regime I is minimized. This
may be particularly consequential for populations that are
spatially adjacent but separated by sharp environmental bound-
aries, such that trait optima are divergent yet dispersal is
relatively high. Such a scenario plays out repeatedly in the con-
text of interactions between wild and hatchery-produced
salmon. Although wild and hatchery populations may occur
close on the landscape, and indeed are often sympatric within
the same river network, the selective environments to which
theyare locallyadapteddiffer dramatically [63]. Strayingof dom-
esticatedhatchery-produced fish fromrelease sites andspawning
in the wild reduce the productivity of wild populations through
competition and outbreeding depression [64,65].
In other cases, habitats that are closer in space can
be assumed to have greater similarity in environmental
conditions than those that are geographically distant, and
phenotypes of more proximately located populations
should be more similar [43,66,67]. It is thus reasonable to
expect a larger number of straying individuals between
sites that are geographically proximate and indeed evidence
corroborates this prediction [68,69]. Alternatively, salmon
that cue to specific environmental conditions may be more
likely to stray into sites that are structurally and physiogna-
mically more similar [38]. These considerations justify
imposing a negative correlation between habitat heterogen-
eity and individual straying: as site heterogeneity increases,
so too should individual straying decrease (figure 6, inset).
When habitat heterogeneity and individual straying are
linked in this way, we show that very small amounts of indi-
vidual straying give rise to regime II, and that regime I occurs
for higher values of m0 (figure 6). This pattern is opposite that
observed for scenarios where habitat heterogeneity and stray-
ing are assumed to be independent, and suggests thatincreases in straying that are associated with growing simi-
larities between habitats can push a metapopulation into a
regime where hidden low-density basins of attraction exist.
Thus, management activities that alter dispersal rates by out-
planting individuals or reconnecting disconnected habitats
could have complex eco-evolutionary consequences [70,71],
and compromise management or conservation objectives.
A general message from our theoretical framework is that
the emergence of alternative eco-evolutionary states depends
jointly on the strength of collective behaviour and level of
individual straying, and that this has large implications
for metapopulation robustness. Although robustness is in
many cases aided by increasing the strength of collective
behaviour, the greater role of both alternative stable state
regimes I and II portends additional complexity in eco-
evolutionary dynamics, and this could serve to hinder effective
management. Moreover, this increased complexity at
empirically observed levels of straying [16] and at realistic
(intermediate) ranges for the strength of collective behaviour
is only magnified with increasing habitat heterogeneity and
when heterogeneity itself is linked to individual straying.
Additional issues that we have not explored here, but that
may be particularly relevant to consider, are the effects of
including additional sites within the metapopulation network,
as well as alternative patterns of dispersal that connect these
sites. The structure of dispersal has been shown to have a
large influence on population dynamics [54,72–74], and to
what extent density-dependent straying influences the eco-evol-
utionary dynamics of populations in large spatially structured
networks is of considerable interest. We are hopeful that these
predictions will inspire future theoretical and empirical studies
that aim to expand upon the relationships that we have
explored.
A particularly salient finding of our work was that density-
dependent strayingmay serve to promote or inhibit population
robustness, depending on the strength of the collective behav-
iour and the underlying magnitude of straying. Salmon have
evolvedwithin the context of dynamic geomorphic landscapes
where habitat quantity and quality shift as a mosaic through
time [75]. Our results provide evidence supporting the hypoth-
esis described in Berdahl et al. [25] that collective behaviour
may support rapid habitat colonization following natural
disturbance such as volcanic eruptions [76], reconnected habi-
tats following restoration [71,77], or in the context of glacial
retreat and climate warming [78]. Moreover, our results are
consistent with the role of collective behaviour in facilitating
reproductive isolation and local adaptation to site-specific
selection in populations that recover following disturbance to
the extent that straying decreases as population sizes increase.
Additionally, collective behaviourmay be beneficial in facilitat-
ing navigation though increasingly modified and fragmented
habitats [23]. On the other hand, collective behaviour coupled
with high straying may push populations to extirpation. Thus,
collective behaviour could provide both resilience to salmon
metapopulations but also vulnerabilities.
Our study broadly indicates that management activities
that alter patterns of straying could have profound implications
for metapopulation robustness and adaptive potential. High
rates of straying are predicted to decrease metapopulation
robustness, and there are a series of common practices in
salmon management that may be elevating straying rates
[26,79]. For example, transporting young salmon downstream
to increase survival during outmigration may disrupt the
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or during downstreammigration by sea-going individuals and
increase straying by adults later in life. Our results support the
conservation concern that large-scale releases of salmon pro-
duced in hatcheries that stray could decrease robustness of
salmon metapopulations through the erosion of PEs and
increase in recovery times. Moreover, hatchery environments
are associated with marked changes in fish social behaviour
that may increase collective dynamics of migrating groups
[80], consistent with the findings of Jonsson & Jonsson [30]
who report stronger associations between straying and abun-
dance in escaped aquaculture-produced Atlantic salmon than
their wild counterparts. Thus, management activities that
have the unintended consequence of altering straying may
compromise recovery efforts.
Beyond salmon, density-dependent dispersal, whether it is
caused by collective decision-making or other factors, has a
large influence on the dynamics of populations in the presence
of local adaptation. The rate at which individuals err, and the
influence of group size on navigation at the population level,
are two important components of dynamic dispersal [21]. We
showthat changes in these characteristics can alter the occurrence
and positioning of two different alternative stable state regimes,
one of which may harbour hidden low-density basins of attrac-
tions that can effectively trap populations after large
disturbances. Generally, increasing the strength of collective be-
haviour mitigates the potentially negative impacts of so-called
migrational meltdown [12]. Thus, preserving the biologicalprocesses that facilitate collective behaviour of migratory species
maybean important conservation target in its own right, echoing
the sentiments of Hardesty-Moore et al. [22]. We suggest that an
increased understanding of the proximate and ultimate factors
governing dispersal among local populations within meta-
populations, across heterogeneous environments, in tandem
with themosaic of selective forces acting on those environments,
may be key to promoting persistence in the wild [81].Data accessibility. Code is made available at https://github.com/jdyea
kel/SalmonStrays.
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